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trees. The building has 16 floors, with 24m width and about 200m length. Just imagine a mall like this in

your hometown. Here in Singapore, no mall is what people would call "mall" where all you have are
those few shopping centers which you go to for department stores and outlets. You won't even get the
feeling of "going mall" in your hometown. Just today, I went to Garden City. After I'd parked my car, on

the ground floor, was an outlet, restaurants and even a coffee shop. That was nice, the meals were
good and the coffee was also good. And who knows, you might get to meet some nice people in a
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Mr Marumakan Malayalam Movie Online -
Dileep, Sanusha, Bhagyaraj and Khushboo..
Mr.Marumakan has the ability to perform all

kinds of acts on stage.I never liked songs
about Martin Luther King, Jr. — No one did.

Too depressing, too bad. So much suffering,
with no sense of celebration in sight. I feel
the same way about the Bible. I see it as a
life guide, something to help us grow and
mature as people, like Mahatma Gandhi

said, but it’s written for average people, and
most of us don’t read it as much as we

should. I never got the “Jesus died for our
sins” sentiment either. If God loves us so
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much and wanted to sacrifice Himself, I
don’t believe He would have let Satan tempt
us first. If He truly loves us, why create such
a temptation in the first place? I believe the
original sin was the confusion of men and
women in the Garden of Eden. Adam and

Eve didn’t look at each other and see a new
way of living, they looked at each other and
saw a new way of sinning. That’s where it all

started: sin, and no positive way to
transcend it. We were all born this way; no
one is perfect — and that’s OK. Here’s what
I believe: Living free of sin requires a daily

struggle. Not so much with the sinful side of
human nature, but the desire to be self-

righteous, and just because we can find 10
ways to justify sin doesn’t mean we should.
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Don’t dwell on the past. Be grateful for the
past, but you don’t need to dwell on past

sins or they will prevent you from having a
fresh start. We all have bad habits, mental

diseases and vices that we need to confront
every day. We all have shortcomings. If we

are humble, we can see the “goodness” that
drives us to continue doing “bad” things.
This is why we get up every day — to get
better, to become better. This is why we

seek help — to get better, to become better.
As we face a new day, a new week, a new

month, a new year, we should remind
ourselves of what is good in ourselves. It’s

easy to take for
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